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“I know nothing in the world that has as much power as a word.
Sometimes I write one, and I look at it, until it begins to shine.”
-Emily Dickinson

Editorial Note
Welcome to another great issue of Hermeneutic Chaos Literary Journal, featuring an amazing
compilation of poems and prose submitted to us by some wonderful authors, both emerging as
well as established. I sincerely hope that this issue, like our previous and the forthcoming issues
will succeed in its humble efforts to offer an exciting literary landscape comprising of the beauty
of the subtle, strange, raw, intense, undefined, translucent, that enjoys living in the uncertainties
offered by the precipice, to the literary community at large.
A primary motive guiding the inception of this journal was to showcase the vivid aesthetic chaos
displayed by experimental writing, which would force the linguistic paradigms to question their
own normative boundaries. The entire purpose was to stretch the limits of art to an
unprecedented conundrum. The present issue carries several such experimental poems that defy
the order and verisimilitude that characterizes much of the contemporary artistic landscape. The
present issue carries an array of beautifully composed literature that expose the throbbing
palpability laboring underneath the tough skinned emotions and experiences, singing its
existence through broken, fragile and rock murmured words. I thank all the featuring authors for
conveying the power of art so forcefully through its aesthetic gentility. I feel proud to include all
of you in this edition.
June is also widely regarded as the month of the ‘Renaissance’, or rebirth, and so it has been for
Hermeneutic Chaos, as it has bravely launched forth through a brand new website. A blog
catering to the needs ever evolving literary landscape is also in the pipelines. Again, thanks to all
those writers and readers who put faith in us by allowing us to dwell upon their finest creations,
and offering useful suggestions. We owe you forever.
And now I must depart. It is time for you to entwine yourself within the rich folds of this issue.
You will not be able to let go of it, we promise.

Warmest Wishes,
Shinjini Bhattacharjee
Editor-In-Chief
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PARKER TETTLETON

We’re Next To Going Somewhere
I vacuum for silence. The second sentence is fourth floor rain kissed by internet
allowance. We down the elevator & keep drinking. The mailbox is empty & meant.
Broadway knows tomorrow‘s Easter. We race signals for crosswalks, make up until we
get there. Inside, it‘s where I used to work. The coupon today is for two future dollars
off–the clerk says what I‘m buying when I buy it costs nine dollars more in Canada.

PARKER TETTLETON

The Bison Get All The Attention
The first sentence reminds me of bicycling behind her. I‘m beside a new
one. Alarms go off in unison like it‘s the fourth. One cat is as soft as I come.
It‘s the month after we repeat why silence happens. I answer myself not
spilling. The fridge is full of people up for hours that can‘t make up hours.

PARKER TETTLETON

Television Is A Pond
I take a phone call like a phone call. The second sentence stutters, moves to
Oregon. I‘m watching a film we didn‘t watch together. The temperature is
sixty-seven. We didn‘t believe enough films. The month is April. This isn‘t a
film. I keep sleeping through myself. We‘re still friends. There is a pond –
it‘s on television, it isn‘t in my heart.

PARKER TETTLETON

Koala
I keep something gold in the right pocket of my hoodie – it‘s to tell why
we‘re as apart as we are. The second sentence pronounces area codes dead
or dying. You‘re a bus in bed with an art gallery I‘ve visited for closure.
Wednesday shakes its ass. I dreamt about nothing for the first time since
you died. Animals belong to themselves. I mean you‘re still alive.

Parker Tettleton

Artie
My life isn‘t Betty. We take weeks to build up effective levels in the blood.
The third sentence is a fifth of silence. Our mornings are evenings (look up
infrared moons). Our evenings are sleep (talk me up for a walk). No one,
Charmaine, is allowed to bald. It‘s honest to remember nothing. Once upon
a time in a restaurant – we owned it.

CHRISTINA MURPHY

Echoes of Unavowed Rivers and Valleys
―There are secrets within secrets, though—always‖
—David Foster Wallace, The Pale King
Apples hiding cores hiding seeds
Tides within waves indiscernible from oceans
In the hot sun of desert afternoons marked by mirages
There are no prophets here who know the way home
Or are willing to share their outdated maps as food
For lost travelers and animals roaming wild-eyed
All journeys are movements of body or mind
And subtleties arise like spines on cactus plants
Unlike echoes in canyons shaped by the abyss
Of darkness and cold marked by a blue loneliness
Peel away the clouds and there is no foreground
Where solace can enter into human longings
Let the sky fall color by color, blue by deeper blue
Until the haze is its own secret, its own voice
That hearts hear and no others but for the rain
And its furtive desire to become the unreachable horizon

LAURA MADELINE WISEMAN

Dancing with Death
Death tells me, You’ve got to learn to pay attention. Death tells you nothing because
death adores you, so I study the bends and dips of the dancers across the floor, the rise
of arms towards the mirror-ball, the clutching, releasing hands. They shake their limbs
in shadows, senses lost in the rhythm, laughing. I can‘t dance, but I bend, lift my arms,
hold the bones I reach, feel the laugh inside, but worry I‘m not thin enough to be a
dancer. I worry my ears have begun to ring. Breath on my neck, she places my hair just
so and says,Mimicry is the highest form of flattery. With one boney hand on my spine,
she pulls me towards her just so. She draws me erect. Moving with her, I wonder if I
need a pair of red shoes, twelve sets of slippers, a ball to find a wife? Or if I should starve
myself to death? And if I do, will death know that I‘m in love with her?

Laura Madeline Wiseman

The Holy Dirt of Death
This lady of death holds the world. We don‘t know why. We didn‘t give it to her. We
came for the dirt, but forgot the mason jar. You tipped the red shovel into my
pocket. Your turn, I said, but you shook your head, stepping back. You wanted me to
carry the dirt. I carried the dirt into the gift shop, asking you, Am I stealing? You didn‘t
answer. We looked at crosses and rosaries, the books of the dead and the language, a
wall of crutches from those who swear they were cured by dirt. I wanted you to take a
picture of death, to have proof that death held us on our blue and white swirl, that we
were more Who than Horton, more speck than star, but you pointed to the sign that said
no photographs, the security camera in the corner. I sprinkled dirt on her anyway,
hoping she‘d come back to life.

Laura Madeline Wiseman

Death in the Midwest
Before she found me, I had looked for death. I’d sung death’s song. Maybe she’s in Des
Moines? Why not Peoria? I looked for her in Wichita Falls, but all I found was a waffle
iron at the free hotel breakfast in the shape of Texas. You ate Texas with syrup and a
fork. I stuck with the pomegranate. In Oklahoma City, we stopped for the bombing’s
site, but only found ice, the NPS, cold, and an elm tree survivor. At the holidays,
surrounded by snapshots, the weird tree star, and no visible crosses, I asked the fatherin-law how to get death at our door. He’s an ex-mortician, but didn’t know. I asked his
wife. Death? I asked all the in-laws, but they ignored my Death? In the Midwest
subzero, wind-chill, grey cold, there are no ladies of death, no days for the dead, no
death talk, no deathtraps. There’s only the idea of cloak and scythe, a lone man. This
was my problem. I thought death was male, when all along she was a woman.

Laura madeline wiseman

Death’s Blow
Death says, Make away with yourself. I don‘t want to make away. She says, Think of
Kore. I do, small subfloor room, windowsill flush with a ribbon of toxic grass, ticking
floor radiator, ceiling creaking with footfalls. How music moaned on the boom box. How
a foot, a fist, a head punctured doors. How the one exit located dead center, the heart
viewed everywhere in the apartment, wasn‘t an exit. Think of the simple lessons, death
says, pushing hair behind my ear. I number them. One—Even if sleep is not safe, be
awake only when you’re alone. Two—All your belongings will be searched, often. Hide
what you care about elsewhere. Three—I don’t have a three, I say. She slaps me, my
stocking cap and glasses tumble to the ground. With one boney hand, she shoves me
down beside her feet in the cart. Now or later, she says, you will make a way.

Laura Madeline Wiseman

To Become the Lady of Death
This last lady of death isn‘t one you‘d want to take home to mom, not to dad, not a
trophy to show off at the office holiday party. Yes, she‘s lady enough to wrap her head
and throat in lace. Yes, her dress is of linen fine enough to last quite a few lives. Yes, her
makeup is dark eyebrows, dark sockets, a darkness to fall into, but though her bow is
wooden and sinew, the arrow carved sharp and feather tipped, she seems to offer her
tools to anyone willing, saying. I’m done. Your turn.

Aleks Samoylov

Caveat
Under the stale taste of your late afternoon
Coffee you buried bits and bobs
Pieces of sober sunrises
And sunsets that hang
Hard boiled
Over the steeples and the antennae
Oh and you sigh and you sigh
At the bitter dregs of reasonable evenings
And the unremarkable remains
Of unremarkable mornings
The Gods do not
You surmise
Commune with the eminently sane

ALEKS SAMOYLOV

Manic Pixie Dream People
You wanted to scamper among the dead leaves
Like they do in the movies,
The manic pixie dream girls and dream boys,
Lovely like they've got feathers for bones
And crystalline bowels,
And I'm never one for scampering,
But I gave it a try,
And we fell into a pile, lumpy,
Under the stone horseman
And the dull memory
Of his murders and defeats,

Our heads mere inches
From a pile
Of drying
dog shit.

Richard King Perkins II

To Redress A Mind
You are verity. You are cognitive rotunda.
Jovian being. You are brain complex, unlike
a sphere. You are every side of beyond.
You are disarming. You are introduced as an
optical illusion. You are made nude by all.
You are bare hands, a solid floor.
You are unbothered by transplanted marrow.
You are oral tradition once composed
of virtual reality. You are non-fiction, canine,
palpable. You are a Kevlar beginning, of
future shale. You are that, prismatic, tincture.
You are the tarsus and tendons of
fleeing. You are the letter foxed.
You are filling, timeless, cotton. You are music
in the air. You are naturalized. You are of soil
always. You are a stem of only yourself.
You are pure water mixed with pure water.
You are digits eternalized.
You are untied, indepictable. You are rejoined
and effortless. You are arteries of solitaire.
You are a white flag unraveled. You are the
lone blue heron, of satin in two shakes.
You are broken, unbound, wild and so forth.
You are what destruction intends. You are
world-wise emerging. You are a Mobius sky.
You are unchanging ways becoming myth.
You are aphasiac puppetry.
You are five standard deviations above ordinary.
You are archetype and stereotype.
You are lacquered in tomorrow and other shared
delusions. You are the simplest layers of bracken
and thatch.

Brian Fanelli

Power Outage
The night the lights went out
I was stranded at my parents‘,
a pimply teen, a few months shy
of a license, but even if I could drive
I would still have been snow-bound.

I cursed the countryside, my parents‘ decision
to yank me from Weston Field neighborhood friends
and move me to Mountain View,
where my new friends were separated
by 30 minute car rides.

The night the lights went out
I read by candlelight until my vision blurred,
and then drifted downstairs to play Monopoly.
Father peeled open Oreos and asked about school,
while mother doled out paper bills as banker.

Sitting around the table with them,
while flashlights shined on plastic hotels and metal pieces,

I disarmed and quit cursing the house they built
and frequent storms that slicked up roads, knocked out power.
Sitting around the table with them, I laughed long past midnight,

until my brother arrived to gas up the generator
and I went to bed, certain I‘d wake to the comfortable glow
of electronics, the rumble of plows clearing roads. Next day,
a friend picked me up, and like a stranger, I passed my parents
at breakfast, said little more than hello before I left.

Carol Shillibeer

The Empress
approaching the Cinderella-stage
the boundaries between
the flush of carmine, of blue, or of scarlet
means a door altogether above the Abyss
She bears the lotus, spiral lines, fleurs-de-lys, and fishes
perching upon the sparrow and the dove
curved interwoven threads, She is fitted to represent
roots in the earth, petals to the sun
their tendency is to awaken
yet the truth is that the temptation,
an inheritance of blood, iridescent light,
this beauty becomes
a body composed of innumerable
arms and torso, the nub of this
green seems a distant child
keep it clear and precise
the imperial crown and vestments
a throne whose uprights suggest blue
the dismal tincture of selfishness or fear
this man coveted place or power
for this very reason She continually recurs
to work backward, the arch or the door
our ravished eyes entirely incomprehensible except
one who studies, raying outwards
Venus, the only one, binds all forms of nature
impulse impressed upon it together
She can be raised to her throne
[Source texts:Crowley, Aleister. The Book of Thoth. Weiser Books, 1974.
Besant, Annie and C.W. Leadbeater. Thought Forms. Percy Lund, Humphries & Co. Ltd. (Gutenberg ebookhttp://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/16269/pg16269.txt)]

Carol Shillibeer

relative alchemy
Reality and the sense of delight
for all, and in kind, for none but a pillar of fire
by night enables and furthermore,
since in actual fact c2dt2 is always found to be greater
than (dx2 + dy2 + dz2), therefore
all nature trembles within the cup
the alchemist and the alchemist with him
to make ds to come out real instead of imaginary ,
it is more reasonable to write the relinquishment
of human error and the full realization why every atom,
every electron is a rushing ds2 = -dx2 - dy2 - dz2 + c2dt2,
a creative cloud invoked who can hurt or destroy in all
which in polar coordinates, becomes (61a).
The reader must clearly realize that this formula still applies
to Euclidean space-time. In this case we coalesce,
which is involved in the special theory of Relativity,
where we considered that glow of breath of a moment.
Only observers moving with uniform velocity relative to each other
be content to be a good man or a good woman
But now, in the general theory where we are considering
accelerated motion, the great gathering of the iniatic path
will spue ye out of my mouth,
and therefore have a non-euclidean space-time.
What expression for ds2 shall we use?
A break-through in colour television,
a lightness similar to helium.
[Seed texts:
Lieber, Lillian R. The Einstein Theory of Relativity: A trip to the fourth dimension. Paul Dry Books, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 2008.
Prophet, Mark L & Elizabeth Clare. Saint Germain on Alchemy: Formulas for Self-Transformation. Summit University Press, Corwin Springs,
Montana, 1993.]

Carol Shillibeer

A practical guide to zero gravity
Although honed knives will still open skin, throwing techniques will have to be
modified. Feathered fletching will not help. Do not count on the efficacy of a jump kick
to crack cranial bones. It is permissible to retain a fluid stock of poisons gathered in
gravity-rich environments, but serviceable containers must be reconstituted out of
materials friendly to aridity and microcosmic mutation. Vid reinforcements for this
guide are available through any com port. We hope this guide will make the transition to
your new career full of splendid, weight-free dying, but do not hesitate to clip on and
clap out should you find yourself floating without an intestinal tether. We cannot
emphasize enough how troublesome this will be, and how awful you will feel if the
Parrots abscond with the pin feathers, not to mention the resultant soul flight. If
nothing else, kill quickly. Save torture for gravity incursions and inter-employment
vacations.

Duane Locke

Terrestrial Illumination-69
How could those
Who had red doors
And had white roofs
That from a distance looked like large wings be so wrong,
Or so right.

The firefly torch lit the fallen webbed brown leaves fallen on
Hated schoolyards.
My teachers like snakes had shed their skins, their human skins.

I thought the leaf that looked as if squeezed by the moon
Had an other side. The other side
Had touched earth, and a speck had become the earth.

But who has looked behind the circle and its children of the moon.

Is better to have a hand full of sand than a hand
Plucking a sky harp that has no strings. You think,

Then don‘t think, then sing sand.

How can you say to those who race in marathons I don‘t hear
Your footsteps.
I have never lived your lives,
And you have never lived my life.

The wolf on cement floor of zoo, the shadows of bars
Crossing the blond hair in bushy tail, ages as Europe ages unseen.

Duane Locke

Terrestrial illumination-70
―The unhappy consciousness‖—G.W.F. Hegel

The pond looks this midnight like a dark green crab apple rug
Spread over a salt flat‘s gaze at the moon‘s quivering.

I feel the salt on my lips, the salt flat‘s imposed blindness.

It seems inappropriate to speculate on schedules,
An obligation is not a strategy or a shoulder,

Even if punctual with a faster movement. There is always
A resemblance even if accompanied by a difference,
And even if unknown to each after so much knowledge.

Perhaps is it the glass angel‘s red luminous spine dropping
Out of green cedar on the Christmas tree, or the glistening
Of the merry-go-ground‘s gold-striped white enamel horse,
Or the invisible luminous wooden horse everyone builds out of their

Not-understood words they speak and think they said something else.

The other, I surmise, imagines she stool sits in cocktail lounge where
Saxophones and yachts are anchored to paper umbrellas or olives.

We cope with the recognition we can never be the secretary
That copies our shadow‘s language.

Medieval mystery plays are staged on water lily leaf ovals.

Jessica Van de Kemp

We Know Our Conscience
You dream the night bird
bragging his mad
tune at plain faces. His
colour is power and wave.
You absorb every shock
and signal awesome.
Dream like a cave
through the clouds.
I am a dog that keeps running
time and space;
Kant scratches my intuition
from the grave like a new perennial.
It blooms, this sensory apparatus
grows into an observation room,
but who gardens? Not us.
Not anything but
a vacuum. God,
or sometimes faith,
a human brain
filled to the grey.
I challenge you to be
the necessary reason.

Jessica Van de Kemp

Let Us Go Into Action
You're a river that divides
unwillingly.
History: a clustering,
bastard root.
The new age will dig
just as deep as the old.
I write to determine
my equation:
root, root, base,
b-looming.
I covet the extended
thought.
Descartes, I guarantee
your God can be subdivided
into smaller matter.
I do, you do split
the husk of a personhood
and emerge Other.
Dreamscape: the body
of our energy.
(There is a deeper deep
that fluxes the smallest matter
of the soul;
it changes wildly.)

William Haas

Earth Ends beneath the Waves
The seabirds wrap a hundred-mile radius. The earth is nine square miles of volcanic
rock floating in water without end. Fish like pebbles lie along the shore—puddles of
dead fish, grey and scaly. Men crowd the eroding land. Their muscles ripple, and
through the crowd another ripple, as if the men were the island‘s muscles. Squeezed
like stone sweat from the fevered island, giant faces appear from the Rano Raraku
tuff. Through capillary action of sweaty hands along felled logs, the stone statues
pump from quarry to shoreline. Despite their magic, god‘s wrath arrives.

Dead satellites wrap a fifty-three-thousand-mile radius. The island sinks as a grain of
salt in the ocean‘s rising waters. Wine palms stripped and land birds dead, little
flourishes on the saline soil. Beneath centuries of sediment, human bones, snapped
and scraped, pile like scrap in the island‘s middens. Salt spray erodes stone statues.
Earth ends beneath the waves.

A ferruginous hawk lands in a desert city and sees white light erupt from sand and salt
cedar. The buildings are pillars of salt; bodies, nothing but bleached bones. Roads are
arroyos that terminate at the edge of town, where planned communities could sink no

roots deep enough to tap the water table, where humans mistook themselves for
xerophytes. The middens are laid out in grids, dimpled granite marking skeletons
stretched flat. In a dust storm, a lone succulent stores water.

Gerard Sarnat

Shakespeare’s Age Of Man Updated
Petri dish sloshslurry veggie soup goop pluripotent stem cell me;
my parents made me carry ID for when the cops pulled us over;
I see thou, thou sees me as wonderful people we want to become;
our daughters and son make me carry ID so family can be reached;
gray matter no matter cauliflower pea-brained goofball mini-me.

K.J Wortendyke Jr

1+1=2
Moving Budget:
Rent- $750 per month
Washer/Dryer Hookup- $20 per month
Food- $200 per month
Internet- $40 per month
Gas- $100 per month x2
Phone- $50 per month x2
Insurance (Medical, Dental, Vision)- $60 per month x2
Date Night- $30 per week
Weekends to the Bookstore- $20 per week
Sunday Mimosas- $10 per week
Engagement Ring ($2000 total)- $200 per month
You + Me = Us

PROSE

TERENCE KUCH

The Rock That Looks Like You
[―…as in a rock, a human head may appear to an observer at the proper distance and angle of vision.‖ –
Walter Benjamin]
On a hill above town there is an outcrop of rock that, from weathering and the
occasional
rockfall, looks like you. ―Old Stone Face‖ the townspeople begin to call you, even
though you‘re almost young. The town council develops a plan to turn the rock into a
tourist attraction. It‘s suggested – you‘re made to feel obliged – that you could
perform for the visitors, just to help the town economically of course, nothing
personal.
What sort of performance? Well, someone will figure this out. The old people
remember Indians dancing in front of wigwams in Wyoming, tourists pitching coins.
It is doubtful that this happens anymore.
Rather clumsily, you manage to evade having to perform, but you are persuaded to
silently pose, beneath the stone face, for photographs. The town council informs you
that they are developing a ―legend of the stone,‖ to be printed for the edification of
visitors. The next town over has a legend about a stump, so we need a legend about
our rock, just to be competitive, the council says. A legend is devised. You‘re asked to
memorize it, in case anyone asks. If no one asks, you‘re asked to recite it anyway. We’re
helping you feel anchored, the council says, giving you a meaningful role in the community.
The years go by, for you a mix of fame and degradation. There are occasional
donations from the tourists, and free lunches at Fred‘s Bar and Grill on the main
street. And everyone knows you and smiles at you, even as they laugh. You think
about those Indians now, fairly often.
But the stones of the earth are not quiet forever; one day a small landslide ruins
the ―face‖ effect. The rock, now, looks like nothing. The town council is sympathetic,
asks if you feel you had lost your sense of purpose, if you feel abandoned and adrift. You say
no, actually I‘m relieved. Now I know what the legend means.

George Djuric

King Crimson
A man who is misunderstood has always this advantage over his enemies: they do not
know his weak point or his plan of campaign. But not here, not along this stretch of
sidewalk where sandy time is near melting at 117 degrees Fahrenheit, putting to shame
Meursault‘s Algerian humidity. As he walks past Livreri‘s used cars shack, beneath the
veil of brine and tears his eyes are blinded; he is conscious only of the cymbals of the
sun clashing on his skull. A shaft of light shoots upward from a crimson red ‗77
Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme Brougham‘s chrome grill and I feel as if a long, thin
blade transfixes his forehead. At the same moment, all the sweat that had accumulated
in his eyebrows splashes down on his eyelids, covering them with a warm film of
moisture. In his case truth must, out of necessity, be stranger than Meursault‘s
fiction; for they have made fiction to suit themselves, Camus included. For they are
weak.
For the lack of lovely flora – as he is pounding in his blazing head the rhythm of
Dylan‘s song mentioned above, the rhythm defining his current state of mind, if any
left – his eyes, still under the warm film of moisture, inspect the human fauna coming
his way and passing by; including but not limited to loud dialogues unmistakably
aimed at the vicinal audience rather than the person spoken to, the fine rattle of a few

ankle bracelets – that in all objectivity don‘t rattle at all – and the numerous disturbed
stares whose owners left the building long time ago. Everyone who has had the
misfortune to talk with people in the heart or on the edge of mental disorder, knows
that their most sinister quality is a horrible clarity of detail; a connecting of one thing
with another in a map more elaborate than a maze. If you argue with a madman, it is
extremely probable that you will get the worst of it; for in many ways his blazing mind
moves all the quicker for not being delayed by the things that go with good judgment.
Like the sun at midday, adversity explains everything else by the blaze of its own
victorious invisibility. It keeps him sane: a man with a definite belief always appears
bizarre, because he does not change with the world; he has climbed into the story, and
the earth whizzes below him like a zoetrope. Until he reaches the Sunlite bus station
and the silence empties the street for a brief of passing by.
Deceit crouches behind him, symbolizing the deception that lurks behind his greatest
joys and haunts his most carefree moments. Time looms over him as over all his
activities, and the ambiguity of his gesture, both revealing and concealing the scene,
reflects a dual aspect of Time. He is both human time, in which truth is revealed, and
the much longer duration in which all secrets and all who know them are eternally
buried.

Phyllis Green

White Night
An ivory linen dusk moved into the deep woods. Snow thick as fox pelts lay on
the ground. A globular moon bleached the sky, painting a Wisconsin white night. Tree
shadows fell on the rushing brook. A doe came from behind three lindens and bent
easily, like a branch, to drink. A buck joined her there. He posed like a sculpture; the
antlered head held high, the hoofs planted in snow, the moist black eyes bulging for
surprises.
The hunter in the bright orangey jacket hardly breathed. His gun ready, he
aimed at the buck. Seconds. Mega seconds. The gun fired as the buck bent to drink.
The bullet struck the doe with such force she crashed into the creek and lay there half
in water like a lump of muscle. The hunter cursed. The buck reared and stampeded
past the startled hunter. The antlers clattered against tree limbs, knocking snow to the
forest floor. The strong legs ran through an open meadow, then recklessly across a
highway and four more fields. The wild and prickly buck, his heart, folding and
unfolding, leaped onto a hillock then over it, as aimless as a shooting star.
The little white Buick could do seventy nicely. It seemed to Emily that the
country roads had turned into garnets spiraling toward some secret neck. Her foot

pressed the accelerator. Seventy-five. Eighty. The speed felt good. It made her forget
the tears streaking her face, the used Kleenex that lay like scattered narcissus on the
gray car seat. Emily steered perilously close to the yellow centerline. A hill presented
itself. No challenge to the Buick. It jumped forward like a young colt. On top of the
hill, a straight piece of road lay ahead, innocent and barren. Ninety was perfect.
The buck‘s eyes rolled. His nostrils trembled. He galloped into a straight piece of
highway leaping from something toward something. His body arced. He was forever
there in mid-air, two feet from the white Buick.

HUNTER PRICHARD

Rip-Up
Nelson picked the wrong place to pull the old bag trick. He had the plastic bag
discreetly open and grabbed groceries without looking – plastic boxes of cookies and
an apple or so. But the kid he chose to inconspicuously follow out of the store was
one of those frightened sort who first glared, then soured, then attempted to distance
himself. Nelson knew. The kid was young. It can be forgiven. Nelson‘s eyes told him
not to panic. He‘s only a harmless junkie.
The kid‘s face was horribly scarred from some previous incident. A childish
prank gone wrong or something. It‘s awful. There‘s no denying it. It‘s contoured with
pain, lines like the subway map. They stare at each other. The kid‘s the one to look
away. He can‘t handle the sallow face, the hollow eyes. Nelson‘s only cells and viscera.
There‘s nothing else. It‘s all been given over.
There wasn‘t a huge undertow of excitement at his exit. Nelson half-thinks he
got away with it. Fifteen or so steps from the entrance, a short round Mexican guy
came running after them. He was yelling and waving his arms and the kid stopped.
Nelson refused to stop. His feet felt were tied to granite blocks. His arms itched. It
had him. Sickness crawled in his veins and clawed his stomach. He could vomit. The

sun was still bright despite it being early evening and the world was a kaleidoscope of
purples, yellows and blues. Nelson dropped the bag just as the Mexican reached him.
The bag split when it hit the concrete and the Mexican stopped to pick up the things.
So, it hadn‘t worked. He wasn‘t pursued. The Mexican didn‘t want to bother with
him. There would be too much hassle if the police were involved. They would check
the IDs of his employees. Plus, he would have to grab Nelson and hold him still so he
would escape. Touch his junkie fingers and his junkie wrists.
This neighborhood is prior poverty since gentrified. They‘re a few white kids
splattered around, but it‘s mostly black and brown. With his head tilted to one side,
his eyes glazed, he could pass for paralyzed in a wealthy neighborhood. The people
there are unaccustomed to heroin. He sees pity all around. It‘s bad when even the
blacks and browns look away. Nobody can fool those guys.
He happens upon the G-train and stands at the bottom of the stairs, out of
sight of the two cops standing by the ticket-booth. He manages a few dimes. He
keeps swallowing the bile. His skin itches. Eventually, a big-hearted, big-bodied
woman stumbles down the stairs and tells him she‘ll use a subway swipe on him if he
would then follow her to the free hospital on first avenue. This happens every now
and again. She looks lonely as sin. He nods okay and they go off. It‘s happened
before. It won‘t work. It‘s worth it to pretend.

Bart van goethem

The End of An Unruly Child
―When I realized I had clenched my hand into a fist, it was already too late.‖

The Infinite Loneliness of the Mathematician
―At least numbers don't lie.‖

K.J Wortendyke Jr

Unity
It was a few years after I started leaning against stone walls and sitting in dark corners.
I shivered, the only thing to readily embrace me was the cold, and we had grown so
close over the years. It was then that I heard her voice.
She sang in a way that caught my eye, for each note was like a split-second,
flash freeze object that built a panorama. A scene in which I could identify, a
character in her moment. Then came an instrument that may have been a piano, but
was more like a heartbeat. My heartbeat.
And it was as I listened along that the corners felt roomier. And the cold, while
still by my side, found itself no longer alone with me. Because her voice was there,
speaking like a close friend. And her arms, so big and larger than life, wrapped about
me perfectly.
Thank you.
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